Inquiry into the response of W.A. Schools to Climate Change
AUTHOR: Tim Hill
This submission seeks to respond to the key focus areas of the inquiry into the response of W.A.
schools to climate change. In preparing the submission I have drawn on my own experience as an
educator in both W.A. and Victoria. I have been a leading Education for Sustainability practitioner and
consultant in schools, in the private and not for profit sectors, engaging in a wide range of schoolbased programs; AuSSI Resource Smart Schools Victoria, Waste Wise Schools W.A., Water Wise, Your
Move, Sustainable Schools W.A., AAEE.
In preparing this submission two workshops were run to capture the opinions, experiences, and ideas
of stakeholders. The first was with school leaders, teachers, parents, and teachers in training during
the 2021 Biennial AAEE Conference in September. The workshops sought to gain a snapshot of
Sustainability in W.A. schools by identifying:
-

What does ‘sustainability’ look like in your school? Environment/ Social (footprint/ handprint)

-

Identifying successful implementation/ integration: what successes are being realised

-

Identifying bare minimum requirements for change

-

Best case scenario

*See Excel Spreadsheet attached.
The second was a series of workshops run with students at John Curtin College of the Arts. 90
students aged between 12 and 17 participated in a 30-minute workshop where they addressed the
following questions:
1. What do you know about CLIMATE CHANGE?
2. How does your school address CLIMATE CHANGE? What are the challenges?
3. How could your school improve their approach to CLIMATE CHANGE education?
Responses were recorded during the workshops and collated by the facilitator for later analysis.

This submission is in 4 parts:
1. The co-benefits of climate action in schools
2. Climate change mitigation and adaptation actions currently being
undertaken in schools, and the benefits they are achieving
3. Barriers that schools encounter in undertaking climate action and
how these can be addressed
4. What more can be done to support schools to respond to climate
change.

Part 1: The co-benefits of climate action in schools
Numerous co-benefits of climate change action in schools were identified by both teachers and
students who participated. The summary of responses has been organised and summarised below
under the categories provided by the inquiry:
Student learning
Teachers
•

There are opportunities to promote
engagement in learning as students feel
like school is more ‘useful’ and connected
to their ‘real world/ lives’.

•

There are many opportunities for
curriculum enrichment leading to better
curriculum experiences and outcomes.

•

Resources provided relating to
sustainability/ climate change (e.g.,
coolaustralia.org, WasteWise, etc) provide
rich learning tools and reflect ‘best
practice’ in contemporary approaches to
teaching and learning.

Students
•

Many students expressed that climate
change dominates their media and is
clearly important for their future,
however they learn little about it or what
they learn is fragmented.

•

Students expressed a very strong desire
to know more about climate change and
understand how it may shape their
world/ futures.

•

Many students knew climate change
existed but had a limited vocabulary or
understanding of it.

Student and staff physical health
Teachers

Students

•

Getting outside and beyond the
classroom is a common feature of any
education for sustainability experiences.

•

Students reflected that there was “too
much time spent in classrooms and not
enough in the real world.”

•

Many teachers expressed their
enthusiasm to engage in more ‘hands on’
learning opportunities if there was
enough teaching time in the curriculum.

•

Secondary students reminisced about
kitchen garden and other programs in
primary school and lamented the lack of
similar programs in secondary school.

•

Programs such as Bushranger Cadets
promoted healthy and engaging ‘hands
on’ learning while making positive
contributions to reducing climate
impacts.

•

Programs where students can exercise
that aren’t just sport, and that take
learning into the natural world were
highly coveted by students.

•

A range of research from around the
world expressed the health benefits of
nature-based education.

Student and staff mental health
Teachers
•

Teachers felt extremely frustrated that
they could not provide the education
(about climate change) their students
needed as they were forced to focus all
their time and energy on delivering a
busy curriculum.

•

Some teachers felt frustration towards
their peers who were not interested in
engaging or supporting sustainability or
were actively working against it.

•

Students
•

Students felt very strongly that a lot of
pressure is placed on them to be the
one’s to ‘fix the problem of climate
change’. This was making them feel
anxious and apathetic.

•

Many students expressed frustration that
they were not being allowed to engage in
actions to highlight or reduce impacts/
causes of climate change at school.

•

Students felt anxious and deeply
concerned that they would need to be
the future leaders and change agents but
were getting few opportunities to
understand the problems associated with
climate change.

‘Champions’ in education for
sustainability/ climate change education
in schools are given limited support from
administrators and are feeling burnt out
and stressed. They also expressed
frustration that their work would end
when they retired or left despite the
success and rewards for the school
community and students.

Financial savings in the education system
Teachers/ Administrators
•

Schools can provide opportunities for
huge financial savings through resource
efficiency and improved management.

•

Educating students, teachers and
community about sustainable resource
management can provide huge economic
savings, as well as building social capital
and effective partnerships with industry,
government, and the community.

•

•

Schools should all be part of key
environmental programs such as:
WasteWise, WaterWise, Your Move,
Climate Clever, Sustainable Schools W.A.
and therefore the performance of
schools could be measured against key
targets and potentially independently/
externally audited by these programs.
Schools could all be required to meet
minimum standards relating to their

Students
•

Many students are disgusted at the way
schools use their resources. The key
areas they wanted addressed were:
1. All schools should switch to 100%
renewable energy ASAP.
2. All schools should model ‘best
practice’ waste streaming.
3. Schools should be mostly paperless,
reflecting industries like mining, etc.
Many feel this would have an added
benefit of improving ICT Literacy.
4. Schools should all be held
accountable for their carbon
footprint.
5. All schools in W.A. should be carbon
neutral, then carbon negative through
their resource management and
actions (e.g., tree planting, etc).

resource usage. This would be based on
targeted strategies to reduce impacts/
improve efficiencies for each school
based on their individual situation.

The community
Teachers
•

Schools with strong sustainability
programs also have strong community
connections.

•

There are many examples of excellent
programs and projects that connect a
wide range of community stakeholders to
quality, rich and engaging learning. These
should be identified and used as models
for best practice.

•

Industry, government, and community
groups are all very keen to play an active
role in schools. Sustainability (and climate
change) provides the best platform for
this to occur.

•

Community engagement around a
common goal reduces anxiety, vandalism
and isolation and improves outcomes,
identity, and connection.

•

Students feel like they have a voice when
they work on projects/ in teams focused
on sustainability or climate change.

Students
“Doesn’t it take a village to raise a child?” – Year 9
student

•

When community stakeholders are
engaged in a project students feel the
learning is much more connected and
purposeful. This promotes enthusiasm,
application and inspires them to try
harder to achieve excellent results.

•

Projects relating to climate change
mitigation and sustainable urban growth/
design provided opportunities to work
with industry on ‘real world’ projects,
identifying opportunities today as well as
future pathways to pursue interests and
passions.

•

The Arts provide a wonderful way to
explore difficult issues and engage all
members of the community. This also
helps students to feel they can express
their frustrations, ideas and hopes in
regard to climate change and the future
of their world.

SUMMARY
While many co-benefits are recognised, they are often limited in what they can achieve due to:
-

Limited funding

-

A lack of school-level accountability

-

A lack of acknowledgement from the W.A. Department of Education

-

Minimal student voice

-

Poor infrastructure and a lack of accountability on resource use and management

-

Little desire to align school performance against standards relating to carbon reduction,
climate change mitigation, etc.

There were many co-benefits identified, mostly:
•

A chance to make economic savings through improved resource management. Many of
these strategies would be short term spending for long term gain.

•

Opportunities to connect schools to a wide range of community stakeholders who are
keen to become part of the educational experiences of young West Australians.

•

Improved mental and physical health for teachers and students through opportunities
to act, as well as the many researched benefits of nature-based learning beyond the
classroom.

•

An acknowledgement that many programs to support schools to achieve more already
exist and with funding/ support and the requirement for all schools to engage W.A. could
make significant achievements/ improvements in a timely and cost-effective manner.

Part 2: Climate change mitigation and adaptation actions
currently being undertaken in schools, and the benefits they are
achieving
A range of actions are already being undertaken in many schools. I have selected an overview of key
programs that are helping to reduce the impacts of schools on our environment, achieve economic
savings through efficiencies and provide opportunities for young West Australians to become capable,
literate and informed active citizens and positive contributors for a healthy and prosperous future.
More feedback on successful implementation of sustainability in schools from the AAEE teacher
workshop can be found in the Excel Spreadsheet submitted with this document.

Teachers

Students

Climate Clever: improve resource management
efficiencies using an audit/ act/ measure/
respond process.

Student feedback on key programs/ actions in
their school:

This program is achieving real, measured success
and significant cost-savings. It is really helping to
frame the language for climate change mitigation
in schools. Another important impact is the
networking opportunities provided for schools and
participating teachers. Long term cost savings are
enormous when measured over 10+ years. Short
term spending for long term gain. Huge
opportunities for student engagement (create a
generation of climate literate sustainable resource
managers) but requires investment in teacher time
to coordinate these opportunities.
Barriers: Cost, support from Administrators,
teacher/ coordinator time, putting in the data,
access to funding for actions.
WasteWise Schools: curriculum aligned and
opportunities for enrichment, waste reductions
strategies and access to grants for projects and
minor infrastructure. Also includes student
leadership/ voice opportunities and student led
activities. Opportunities for strong community
engagement.
Barriers: finding time to work with students on
projects = teacher/ coordinator time. Time
allocation during school timetable.
Bushranger Cadets W.A.: amazing program for
young West Australians to actively engage in
conservation and climate mitigation activities.
There is a clear, progressive, and accredited

Student Leadership Programs (Green Team,
Roots and Shoots): students identified the
following:
-

Provides a voice and makes them feel like
their opinion is valued

-

Provided a wealth of opportunities to
work alongside peers to promote
collaboration, critical thinking, creativity
and problem solving

-

Is leading real positive change and
climate change mitigation projects in
their school and community

-

Provides opportunities to learn the skills,
knowledge, and practices to become the
future leaders of a healthy and
prosperous W.A.

Climate Clever: students identified that this
program was important in their school for
several reasons:
-

They felt they could contribute to climate
change mitigation activities

-

They could see the real, measured impact
of the school through resource use

-

There were opportunities to be part of
the design and implementation of actions

WasteWise: students identified strong support
for this program because:

program with a long history of success. Participants
can also engage in wide-scale tree planting and
habitat reconstruction and often revisit sites to
ensure success and longevity and monitor fauna
and flora.
Barriers: limited funding means a long waiting list
of schools wanting to participate. Lack of time for
teachers and coordinators puts pressure on their
personal/ professional lives (volunteer based).

Water Wise: great program with curriculum-based
programs and support for schools to improve their
water resource management. Can include access to
grants for projects. Often run through
administrators or school gardeners and sometimes
classroom teachers.

Your Move: supporting schools to promote healthy
active transport and reduce traffic in and around
school zones. Programs in schools are usually
coordinated by enthusiastic teachers in their own
time, some programs are run by parents. The
program helps to provide schools with the
resources to educate their communities around the
active travel and public transport opportunities, as
well as engage in strategic planning to make
schools safer and improve accessibility.

-

They drove a lot of the design and
delivery of actions

-

They were proud of how much diversion
from landfill the school could achieve

-

Many of the actions/ projects included
engaging with parents and community

-

Projects and events were fun

-

There were excellent opportunities to
meet students from other schools and
share their experiences and ideas.

Bushranger Cadets: many students who
participated in this program experienced the
following outcomes:
-

The experience of being a Bushranger
was life-changing

-

They felt they had really made a positive
impact

-

They felt stronger connections to country
and their part in it

-

They made strong connections to country
and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
perspectives, culture, stories, and people

-

They better understood W.A.’s unique
natural environments and their part in
working to protect them.

Kitchen Garden programs: these are running
well in Primary Schools with great outcomes
promoting healthy eating and the joys of
gardening/ composting. They are limited in
Secondary Schools largely because most don’t have
a funded coordinator position.
Nature Based Learning opportunities:
fantastic opportunities and outcomes, especially in
Primary Schools. Secondary Schools thoroughly
enjoyed and benefitted but overcrowded
curriculum time and costs meant that there is
limited opportunities.

Part 3: Barriers that schools encounter in undertaking climate
action and how these can be addressed

Teachers/ Administrators
•

•

•

The number one barrier to successful
delivery of quality climate change
actions/ educational programs was
lack of funded positions for
coordination and delivery of programs.
Ironically there is evidence to suggest
that these roles generate significant
cost savings to schools and essentially
‘self-fund’ especially when resource
management practices are
implemented. They also help attract
more community connections and
partnerships with community,
industry, etc.
Lack of administrator support for
programs due to limited emphasis from
the Department of Education to deliver
sustainability or climate change
education to students.
Programs including improvements in
resource management (energy, water,
waste) have a lot of potential but need
coordination.

•

Opportunities for curriculum enrichment
and engagement for students requires
targeted programs and coordination to
maximise their reach and potential.

•

Access to clean energy finance or other
finance to fund actions at the schoolbased level. Schools should be able to
present a plan for renewable energy (for
example) or other projects to realise cost
savings/ climate reduction targets. This
needs to have a clear and fair process/
format and could be independently
audited.

•

Coordinated networks would increase the
potential savings and benefits for cost
saving, curriculum, and learning.

•

Teacher training needs to reflect the need
for more climate responsive teaching and
learning.

•

There are a wealth of professional
educators working in this space in W.A.

Students
•

There is limited connection in secondary
schools in how climate change is taught
between different subject areas/
disciplines. Students are often forced to
piece together understandings without
seeing the connections and often are left
with a fragmented or confused
understanding of climate change.

•

Students felt like their opportunity to
contribute ideas or be part of planning
(student voice) was very limited and
provided little opportunity to voice their
opinions.

•

Students valued opportunities to
collaborate with students from other
schools, these were very limited and
rarely resulted in actual change.

•

Students felt like they are expected to
inherit the world while they “sit on the
sidelines watching others cause problems
they will need to fix”.

•

Students get limited time to work in
programs like “Roots and Shoots” or
Green Teams to work on actions/ projects
to reduce climate change impacts in their
school/ community.

•

Students identified that teachers have
little to no time to develop climate
change related programs and that the
few that do run are because of
passionate teachers and are viewed by
the school leaders as ‘add-ons’.

•

Students feel anxious about learning
about climate change but not being
equipped with any tools to understand
how they can make positive change/ or
adapt.

who are ‘untapped’ resources for future
growth of climate responsive strategies in
schools. These need to be identified and
tapped into.
•

One barrier is the burn out rates from
‘champions’ working in this space. Once
they leave the knowledge goes to and
programs usually disappear.

Part 4: What more can be done to support schools to respond to
climate change.
Both teachers and students identified that the following opportunities should exist:

1. Schools have a moral and ethical responsibility to provide staff and students with the
resources required to meet the current and future challenges of climate change. Schools
should be:
•

Responsible and efficient resource managers

•

Educating the next generation to be ready for the challenges ahead

•

Promoting student voice/ opportunities to engage in decision making about
the future responses to climate change

2. Schools could make huge cost savings for the future if they were to transition to sustainable
resource management practices: renewable energy, waste reduction and resource recovery,
sustainable water management.
3. Schools should aim to be carbon negative or neutral through their resource management
promoting cost savings and reducing anxiety of staff and students.
4. There is a wealth of learning opportunities to be had better preparing future generations of
Western Australians for success through engaging, relevant, hands on curriculum design
and educational experiences!
5. Schools need to be working from the same book of standards and frameworks to support
more climate responsive education/ management practices.
6. Schools need funding for coordinators and staffing to make this possible and ensure the
sustainability of programs and embedded practices.
7. A wealth of experienced operators already exists in Western Australia who have been doing
this work and achieving amazing outcomes with limited resources or support.
8. Schools should connect with a wide range of stakeholders including industry, tertiary
education, community, government. Climate Change requires interdisciplinary connections
and responses, and this should be reflected in the way schools educate.
9. Schools and education systems should already be acting to implement climate change
reduction/ mitigation/ adaption strategies, we have known about this for decades.

Teachers were asked to identify their “Best Case Scenario” response from the Education
Department and State Government and provided the following:
•

Full support is required to embed approaches both school and community wide.

•

All schools should be: 100% renewably powered (shared by students), Water Wise,
Waste Wise, and resource efficient.

•

Funding needs to be provided for a Sustainability Coordinator role in each school
to coordinate integration into all aspects of school.

•

Indigenous perspectives need to be included into climate responsive actions.

•

All staff should have sustainability pathways for current and future professional
development. Teachers should be encouraged to embed this into their practice.

•

All schools should have policies that reflect state-wide reduction targets. These should
provide measurable targets for achieving success.

•

Sustainability should be core business not an add on

•

Schools should be plastic free

•

Students should be solution drivers

BARE MINIMUM
Leadership buy in & support
Education Department to hold principals accountable
funding & resources
Remove the barriers (like paperwork)
Support/openess from leadership
Teacher Passion
Every school has a funded cross curricula officer & a team within the school
Deep listening
Goals
Time
Less Paperwork
Student engagement + school support + a leader
Department requirement to have a sustainability position
consistent funding for a staff member
Principal on board
staff engagement
conversation (all directions, up AND down, back and forth)
Time = Money
Ownership
Policy / Business Plan
Systems Thinking
Top down approach
FTE ongoing training & support from Admin team
Evidence
Time to plan & implement
People to drive and MENTOR others
Support from principal level
Understanding + knowledge
To be accounted for in school business plans / operational documents
Support / guidance.

Mentoring
Incentives?
Greater motivation and buy-in from community
Volunteer power

SUCCESS
The Children feeling they have a voice. They can explain the sucesses. Truly embedded. The children empowered
Student, staff & community engagement in sustainability actions.
student sustainability learning / voice
Success is seeing the older children modelling sustainable practice
Leadership being on board
staff interested in embedding sustainability into the curriculum
Students are gaining real life skills that serve them throughout their life (career & personal)
Successful if whole school approach is undertaken
Autonomous system
Students demonstrate behaviour change and this has successfully filtered into their home & community
No rubbish lying around the school
School gardens being harvested for class eating
Where children are passionate, knowledgeable, empowered and curious about sustainability themselves and bringing it into their own lives in and out of school.
Speaking the same language as a while school
Networking with Millenium Kids
Our Portfolio team
Students are empowered to self-learn & create
Engage Students Heart!
and moments
sustainable thinking/choices being ingrained in the school without needing to fight for engagement
CYLCE (circle of arrows)
Leadership Support
Health, Wealth, Abundance
Long term embedded practice that over time requires less time input and turns into regular practice
Successful if a compulsory appointment of a sustainability officer in EVERY school
Key elements of the footprint embedded across curriculum in all years
Everyone on the same page.
Clear benefits
Reduced power / water bills
embedded in school curriculum

success is not having to plan for sustainability but it being embedded
Continuity, integration, whole school
Maximum sustainability thinking that has visible outcomes today and into the future
success = sticking to your belief -> Following it no matter what, until your goal is reached
everyone knows what sustainability IS
Free Knowledge

SUCCESS
The Children feeling they have a voice. They can explain the sucesses. Truly embedded. The children empowered
Student, staff & community engagement in sustainability actions.
student sustainability learning / voice
Success is seeing the older children modelling sustainable practice
Leadership being on board
staff interested in embedding sustainability into the curriculum
Students are gaining real life skills that serve them throughout their life (career & personal)
Successful if whole school approach is undertaken
Autonomous system
Students demonstrate behaviour change and this has successfully filtered into their home & community
No rubbish lying around the school
School gardens being harvested for class eating
Where children are passionate, knowledgeable, empowered and curious about sustainability themselves and bringing it into their own lives in and out of school.
Speaking the same language as a while school
Networking with Millenium Kids
Our Portfolio team
Students are empowered to self-learn & create
Engage Students Heart!
and moments
sustainable thinking/choices being ingrained in the school without needing to fight for engagement
CYLCE (circle of arrows)
Leadership Support
Health, Wealth, Abundance
Long term embedded practice that over time requires less time input and turns into regular practice
Successful if a compulsory appointment of a sustainability officer in EVERY school
Key elements of the footprint embedded across curriculum in all years
Everyone on the same page.
Clear benefits
Reduced power / water bills

embedded in school curriculum
success is not having to plan for sustainability but it being embedded
Continuity, integration, whole school
Maximum sustainability thinking that has visible outcomes today and into the future
success = sticking to your belief -> Following it no matter what, until your goal is reached
everyone knows what sustainability IS
Free Knowledge

BEST CASE SCENARIO
Every teacher takes time to work with families and ensure all are being sustainable
Complete community engagement
Full government support to schools & teachers to have a full embedded approach school & community wide.
Not an add-on!
Indigenous worldview
Perceptual shifts
All educators literate in EfS
All schools have solar panels & waterwise/sustainability facilities
Sustainability has 1 person/team with FTE to run, lead & coordinate a program that is integrated into all aspects of school.
Sustainability to be integrated wholistically across all sunjects/school operations
Schools to teach aboriginal culture as a priority over others (like italian/indonesian)
All teaching staff to have a certain level of sustainability education/values
A minister solely for sustainability! Increase funding, increase voice, increase participation, increase education
All schools need funding and guidance - framework as to how to set up a SUSTAINABLE sustainabiolity program
Everyone on board with the goals for the school - meeting SDG's
Principal + leadership full support
Policy for every school
funded sustainability leader in every school
mandatory infrastructure for waste/water/energy
integrated curriculum
FTE & funding provided to conduct sustainable activation. Flexibility around policies/rules
Sustainabilitymain speaker language
Constant movement forwards, support from all stakeholders, integrated in all elements of school life.
Mainstream and part of daily life.
At the forefront of EfS worldwide
The 'norm' - everyone sees value + supports it as core business.
Ban plastic toys!!!
No landfill. Everything recycled
Students to be solution drivers
Teachers on board to embed into curriculum

Leaders driving from top down
Whole school involved
For everyone to be passionate -> makes a ripple effect in society
Everyone taking responsibility
Solar farms and batteries at ALL schools
No/minimal waste in schools

Creating Connections
Parents come in
Native plants
No Bins for landfill
Regular meetings during which we discuss a focus question/concept
Facebook groups are also very effective but it would be nice to have human contact as it is inspiring
A presence at events that are RELEVANT - build conversations - grow 'picnic gatherings' in person or online
Write clear rationale - scary reasons why this is urgent to government
advertise clearly - run a media campaign 'save our planet'
Give government $ to businesses using sustainable practices
Work on personal relationships
On line DIRECTORY
Open annual workshop
Online group - FB group, where schools & teachers can post successes, challenges etc.
Showcase annually where schools share projects
Bring back meetings at Herdsman Wildlife Centre
Support for SS WA that involves independent schools
Localised groups / networks
Facebook group - couple of moderators to keep it positive etc, but it can 'grow' organically (pun intended)
Experienced teachers could share their successes via short zoom meetins with others - interactive, with questions.
A podcast interviewing champions to share their wisdom
Zoom forum for teachers
Online PD or forums.
Group feedback or similar where we have to
TEAMS - list to connect with others
A LIST of all emails and possibly a group - microsoft team/sharepoint so we can share ideas etc
Facebook group, AAEE to share ideas?
Sharepoint?
Facebook group to ask questions & get answers from various people & share successes
Online forums - pweople can engage at their leisure when they have time, when they need help/inspiration etc.
Shared resources eg. Action plans/operational plans

Environmental educators network group - microsoft teams chat
Set up mentoring connections
More AAEE association members.
FREE Resources

Page ID

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Water
Rain water tank (different year
levels given different
responsibilities, eg use rainwater to
water hanging baskets, ensure frog
habitat has water)
WaterWise
World Water Day
Incursions (WaterCorp)
Dual Flush Toilets

Waterwise School
Science - Water saving posters
Change taps (9L/min -> 2L/min)
Water bubbler: solar power cooler
Turn off water chillers in winter

Energy

Transport & Air

Earth Day
Turn off lights at end of each class
Solar Panels

Your Move'
Walk to school

Climate Clever

Climate Clever

Solar Panels

Your Move
Walk to school Day

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5 (margaret river Montessori)
5 (margaret river Montessori)
5 (margaret river Montessori)
5 (margaret river Montessori)
5 (margaret river Montessori)
5 (margaret river Montessori)
5 (margaret river Montessori)
5 (margaret river Montessori)
5 (margaret river Montessori)
6
6
6
6
6
7
7

Composting toilets
rainwater tanks
re-using air con water

Solar panels -> app

Walking Bus
Ride to school -> Free Brekky
Your move surveys

Water-wise gardens
wicking beds
water tanks

solar passive buildings
Solar panels

Cycling to school
retain bushland & plant trees

Timed taps
Rain water tanks 4 toilets

LED replacement
Solar panels

Walk/ride to school day
Transport audit/survey

Biodiversity

Purchasing & Waste

Worm Farm
Bush Care
Garden
Tree Planting
Stephanie Alexander Garden
Bush Tucker Gardens (6 Seasons garden)
OzHarvest

Waste Wise
Recycling
Mobile Phones
old pens
batteries
bread tags
oral care
containers for change
Old glasses
paper
Worm Farm
Art recycling (Scarecrow)
ReMIDA
Wastewise Audit
Containers for Change

Bushland
Microbat boxes
outdoor classroom
EcoWarriors
Habitat Restoration
Weed Watch
Tree Planting
Adopt a Beach
Possum Boxes
Harmony Garden

WWS
Recycling
worm farms
worm tea
community recycle hub
reuse art
waste warriors

crunch n sip caddy
paper recycling
compost
closed loop gardens
market days
purchasing recycled
sustainable purchasing policy
green canteen
textiles
waste free lunches
Re-using/Recycling boxes instead of plastic containers
Recyclling
Buying local
Avoid Replacement furniture (not good!)

Weekly walkabouts
Keeping Original b/land -> stewardship
Citizen Science (eg frogWatch, bird monitoring)
Tree Planting
Nest Boxes
Natural Environment (private landholder, 4 acre)
asset wetland. Remnant
Our Patch' nature conservation & regeneration
boardwalk
gondwana link
megafauna garden
wildlife corridors
endemic natives
ecological literacy
Planting for habitat
composting
native seed program
vegetable and herb gardens
biodynamic gardening
preserve and rehabilitate native vegetation
Bird box
BioPaks @ canteen?
Tree Planting
Purchase & use reusable cups etc

veggie patches
Gardening club

worm farms
compost
chooks
waste audit

Aboriginal & TSI Histories &
Page ID Cultures
1 Bush Tucker Gardens
1 Parents consulting
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

Flags
Welcome with the elders
Acknowledgements
Daily assembly
PALS grants
NAIDOC week celebrations
Two-way Science
6 seasons gardens
Art work
Guest artists (eg dancers)
Assembly
Newsletter Noongar sharing
language & seasons
6 Noongar seasons
Acknowledgement of country
NAIDOC week
Bush Tucker Gardens
Art projects -> Grant for
aboriginal art piece
Welcome to
country/acknowledgement
EVERY day
Naming Buildings
Smoking ceremonies
Emblem houses
NAIDOC week

Cultural & Social Diversity
Parent AND staff comittees
70% EASL students
Asian Priority Curriculum year
levels

Community Partnerships
Parents
Organise Dragon Dance

Bushland regeneration

PD

Food Drives

Community Garden

Clothes Drives

WWS

Culture Fest
Harmony Day
"I belong" day

SERCUL
KABC
Wheelchairs for kids
EMRC
Terracycle

Economics/Built
Environment

Student & Staff
Wellbeing
Gardening

Recycling Programs
Compound interest
inflation

Gardening for students

3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Aboriginal literacy
Yarning Circle
Indigenous garden
seasons
NAIDOC week
Bush Tucker Gardens
Acknowledgement of country
History & Culture
Incursions with Elders about
local ecology
Language - local place names
Art, dance, music
seasons

5 Spirit of Play 'Denmark'
Teach Noongar - songs, words,
5 seasons
5
7 Wanjoo song

City of Freo/Cockburn

Cultural Festivals
Empowering everyone
languages

Learn Italian/Indinesia

ESL targets
embedding cultural festivals into
school calendar
LOTE

7 language - local place names
7 Aboriginal leadership program
Ad Elders give inclusive advice ->
7 plan to build fire pit
Harmony Day
7 Welcome to country
Language
7 Six season excursion
7 National Anthem digeridoo
7 ceremony

Clean-up Australia /Anytime!
Gardening area (compost, worms,
planting)
Busy Bees
Local tree planting
local Government supporting tree
planting
Bottle top hill collect bottle tops

Planted trees that
we've watched grow Students painetd doors
- 27 years ago
(these are still there)

solar panels on
school roof

R U OK Day
Staff care packages at
report writing time

